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Your Time is 
Limited

Your time is limited, so don’t waste 
it living someone else’s life. Don’t 
be trapped by dogma — which 
is living with the results of other 
people’s thinking. Don’t let the noise 
of others’ opinions drown out your 
own inner voice. And most important, 
have the courage to follow your heart 
and intuition. They somehow already 
know what you truly want to become. 
Everything else is secondary.” 
- Steve Jobs

Investing 
Your Time in 
Worthwhile 
Activities
In the ‘Parable of the 
Talents’ one servant, 
knew the Master was 
a ‘hard man’ and that 

servant being ‘afraid’, buried his talent.
I’m sure that the other two successful servants also 
knew the Master was a ‘hard man’ and they also had 
fears. However, they overcame their fears and ACTED. 
Both successful servants traded and magnified 
the original amount(s) they were given. Those two 
servants succeeded by exercising FAITH instead of 
FEAR.
We can increase our faith as we gain knowledge. The 
knowledge we require to attain the ‘abundant’ life, 
once obtained, will help us to reach a position where 
we are self-reliant. When we are self-reliant we can 
then reach out to help others.
It is not a secret how to get there. It can easily be 
discovered. However, it is not found in front of the TV 
set, or a video console. 
It may be discovered in formal study (education), or 
informally through reading and attending seminars.
What it really takes is a decision to INVEST your time 
in worthwhile activities. Not to spend your time in 
wasted distractions or frivolous entertainment.
If you want to commence right now but you are not 
sure where to start, here is my personal 'starter pack' 
book-list. I have a dozen or so books that I often 
recommend but the top 3 would be: 
1 'Rich Dad-Poor Dad' by Robert Kiyosaki 
2 'How to Win Friends and Influence People' by Dale 
Carnegie  
3 'The E-Myth' by Michael Gerber 
The first two will open your mind to the attitudes, 
understandings  and communication skills that 
successful people have learned and that you can also 
learn. 
The third is more relevant if you have or wish to have 
a business. In many respects this one book will teach 
you more of practical value in building and running a 
business than will a university business degree.

How Strong is your why?

https://twitter.com/LDSBA_NZ
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Aspire-LDS-Business-Professional-News/709210862485922
mailto:lkday@internet.co.nz
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Latter-day Saint Business & Professionals' Association
We support these causes:
• Aspire eMagazine - LDS Business & 

Professionals' News.
• Launching Leaders - We administer this 

12 week financial literacy and leadership 
course in Auckland and Hamilton and 
we are hoping to go NZ wide when we 
have enough local interest in your area. 
Friday Night Seminar Series - Popular 
business training (free) includes;  Sales, 
Marketing, Entrepreneurship, Start an 
Online Biz, Buying Your First Home, Property 
Investment, Wills Trusts & Asset Protection.

We have also sponsored:
• Alyssa Herawani - International Womens 

Basketball.
• Garth Watene - 5 LDS NZ History movies 

see adjacent graphic.
• Graham Smith - Unification of Maori Whakapapa.
• Mentoring - Over 200 Launching Leaders graduates or Friday Night Seminar 

attendees have had or are getting mentoring.

Help us to influence a whole generation of LDS to 
achieve temporal and spiritual success

q $70 LDS-BPA Membership Sign Up - 4 Book Summaries includes free p&p

$35 Annual Membership Renewal - 4 Book Summaries includes free p&p

FOR SALE: Masters of Success Series

Say Goodbye to 
Rejection Package 
$50

CALL MARK IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO JOIN OR BUY - 07 282 0201

Effective Sales 
Management
$35

Professional 
Selling
$35

Writing & Implementing 
a Marketing Plan
$35

q

Sign up to the LDS-BPA an get the 
Book Summaries 4 Pack as a bonus, free p&p 

LDS-BPA

Venue: Auckland Self-reliance Centre, Unit 
8/586 Gt South Rd - opp Caltex & BK

*All seminars run between 7-9m and are free 
except for Launching Leaders which has a modest 

fee to recover resource cost. 

friday night seminars 2016
Course Wk1 Wk2 Wk3

Entrepreneurship - What you 
need to know to start your own 
business

13-
May 3-Jun 10-

Jun

Sales (Communicate, Persuade, 
Influence)

17-Jun 1-Jul x

Marketing (Finding & Keeping 
customers)

15-Jul 22-Jul x

How to Make $1,000 Online in 
10 Weeks

5-Aug 12-
Aug

19-
Aug

Buying Your First Home 23-
Sep x x

Property Investment (Securing 
a better financial future)

30-
Sep 7-oct x

Wills, Trusts, Asset Protection 
(Get it right or lose it)

14-Oct x x

Launching Leaders (12 weeks 
that can change your life)

22-
Sep

thru 
to: 8-Dec

AUCKLAND
LDS-BPA

Venue: Auckland Self-reliance Centre, Unit 
8/586 Gt South Rd - opp Caltex & BK
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Venue: the LDS Institute Building Ward St, Hamilton 
[opp Burger King] parking & entrance on Nisbet St

*All seminars run between 7-9m and are free 
except for Launching Leaders which has a modest 

fee to recover resource cost. 
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11-
Nov

18-
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25-
Nov
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that can change your life)

21-
Sep

thru 
to: 7-Dec

HAMILTON
LDS-BPA

Venue: the LDS Institute Building Ward St, Hamilton 
[opp Burger King] parking & entrance on Nisbet St
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except for Launching Leaders which has a modest 
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LDS-BPA Friday Night Seminars
2016
Auckland & Hamilton

Coming soon:
We are hoping to live stream seminars from Auckland & Hamilton for the benefit of those 
that can't make it to the live event - no date on that yet.

You are Invited to the:
Latter-day Saint Business & Professionals' Association
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Have You Got what it Takes

to be a Millionaire?

9

They say… “Most people have it 
all wrong about how you become 
wealthy in America. Wealth in 

America is more often the result of 
hard work, diligent savings, and living 
below your means than it is about 
inheritance, advanced degrees, and 
even intelligence.”

The 2 big shockers were:
1. Millionaires bargain shop for used cars, pay 
a tiny fraction of their wealth in income tax, 
raise children who are often unaware of their 
family's wealth until they are adults, and above 
all, reject the big-spending lifestyles most of 
us associate with rich people. 
2. The flashy millionaires glamorized in the 
media represent only a tiny minority of the 
rich. Most of the truly wealthy in America don't 
live in Beverly Hills or on Park Avenue - they 
live next door.

"Why am I not as wealthy as I should be?" 
Many people ask this question of themselves 
all the time. Often they are hard-working, well 
educated middle to high-income people. Why 
then, are so few of them affluent? 
In their bestselling The Millionaire Next Door 
– Surprising Secrets of America’s Wealthy the 
authors reveal how they went door to door 
interviewing in the so-called affluent suburbs 
across the United States, and the really 
surprising results are outlined as follows.

7 Factors Millionaires Have in 
Common:
1 They live well below their means. 

2 They allocate their time, energy and money 

efficiently in ways conducive to building 
wealth. They learn about investing and they 
invest. Their hobby is building wealth.

3 They believe that financial independence 
is more important than achieving high social 
status. See point #1 (They don’t need a 
mansion, they don’t need a flash car. They 
don’t need to show other people that they are 
rich).

4 Their parents did not provide economic 
outpatient care. Their parents were either poor, 
stingy, or just told them they had to stand on 
their own two feet.

5 Their adult children are economically self-
sufficient. They taught their kids the same 
lifestyle.

6 They are proficient in targeting market 
opportunities. They know how to get their 
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Rise Up and Lead
Even When You’re Sick & Afflicted

Julie King leading 
from the front:
We assist communities 
to develop programs to 
feed the homeless or 
just anyone who needs 
daily nourishment.

11

In 2011 Julie King was in a bad way 
suffering debilitating mental illness. 
Even though people judged her as 

incapable of much, she felt strongly 
enough to rise up, create and lead a 
worthy cause named ‘Lovesoup’. 
‘Lovesoup’ rescues food that would otherwise 
be dumped or given to pig farmers and they 
cook it for the hungry, and the poor and 
downtrodden, while providing fellowship 
and social services that are missing in some 
communities, like Tokoroa. 
The ‘Lovesoup’ movement has been so popular 
and successful that their biggest problem is 
trying to find enough places for the army of 
volunteers that want to join in. Julie explains, 
“We don’t have enough positions for the 
amount of people who want to serve.”
Julie goes on, “We founded ‘Tokoroa Lovesoup’ 
with around 15 volunteers that provide a food 
rescue service in conjunction with Countdown 
Supermarkets, farmers and orchards. 
‘Lovesoup’ provides soups for schools, meals 
to the community in need, and meals to the 
elderly. In Rotorua they have 20 volunteers 
that feed the homeless seven days a week. 
Rotorua also offer a wrap around service for 
the homeless, including finding the homeless 
places to live.
“On the Hibiscus Coast, we have around 40 
volunteers doing food rescue, community 
meals, events, community gardens, and are 
also part of the homeless forum. We are 
seeking to expand beyond Tokoroa, Rotorua 
and the Hibiscus Coast” (places where Julie has 
lived).
How did she get three separate communities to 
rally behind her? Especially when she was so 
ill and ‘incapable’?
Around this time Julie was also called as an 
LDS Ward Missionary. She needed help herself, 
but she understood through her teachings 
in the gospel William Shakespears quote, 
“Assume a virtue if you have it not”. In other 
words, “You have to give to get.” 
She wanted to see more love and support in 
the community, so she stepped up to the plate 
and gave it herself and by herself, at first. Many 
people scoffed and tried to talk her out of such 
‘foolishness’, but she persisted.
By voluntarily giving of her personal time 

and energy (what little she had) the Lord has 
blessed her by magnifying her talents. She 
says, “The Lord doesn’t care about how capable 
you are, he just wants to know if you are 
available. If you make yourself available, he 
will make you capable.” Ether 12:27.
In short if you feel inadequate, lonely or hard 

done by, you can work in the Lord’s army 
on the front lines where he gives special 
leadership capabilities to those who labour in 
his cause.
Julie first kicked off her adventure by 
becoming an advocate against Synthetic 
Marijuana (made in a factory from grass 
clippings with chemicals sprayed on). “Tokoroa 
was like a Zombie Town. The purveyors of 
‘Synthetics’ were getting rich and they didn’t 
care about the broken families, poor health 
and deaths that were caused by their greed.” 
Julie felt the need to rise up and seize control 
as a one-person protest. In doing so she 
brought a community of like-minded people 
together and made the communities actually 
believe that they CAN make a difference. Now 
she leads an army of volunteers, politicians 
and food providers that actively seek to make a 
difference.
q

Julie King 
(Sister to Vicky Johnston in the next story)
www.lovesoup.co.nz
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You Can Feel Wealthy 
Right Now

No Matter What Your Bank Balance Says 

Meet successful Salt Lake City 
(SLC) real estate agent Vicky 
Johnston. Originally from 

Auckland and later residing in Hamilton 
New Zealand, now 
domiciled in SLC. She 
felt successful a long 
time before it showed 
in her bank account. 
Vicky is the sister of Julie 
King (Lovesoup) in the 
previous story. Vicky 
felt like a winner every 
time she closed her eyes 
and meditated upon the 
images on her Vision 
Board, which she hung on 
her bedroom wall. 
It’s called visualizing 
or meditating. If you 
actually try to visualize 
your success and what it 
would feel, taste, smell, sound, look like, you 
start producing the neurological patterns of 
a person who has already lived through and 
actualized their dream. Vicky got momentum 
every time she focused on her goals and 
gave thanks for everything she had and 
experienced. In life you get more of what you 
focus on.
Vicky started out in real estate back in 2003 
working as a Buyer’s Agent and Assistant to 
a very successful agent named Trevor Hyland 
in Whangaparaoa. “He was a great teacher, a 
prolific marketer and one of the greatest real 
estate legends in the country” she explains. At 
the time she was pretty green, but she knew 
she needed to study it out in her mind, so she 
went to work on herself. If she was going to be 
successful she needed to gain the knowledge, 
so she read and listened to all the greats – Rich 

Dad Poor Dad, The E-myth, How to Win Friends 
and Influence People, where every budding 
entrepreneur should start.
Every time she looked at her Vision Board 

it would remind her what 
her goals were and she 
would ‘see and feel etc’ the 
outcome she wanted in her 
life. She recommends that if 
you try it, that you remember 
how merciful the Lord has 
been unto his people and 
that He is the giver of all 
great gifts and he is so 
willing to give you the gift 
you desire. But you must ask 
him specifically.
Vicky stayed in real estate 
and eventually became the 
manager for Logan Homes 
and later helped to establish 
Compass Homes in Hamilton. 
Her biggest achievement was 

putting together her first large real estate deal 
where she and her husband Bryan were able to 
completely pay off all their debt. She realized 
her dreams were coming true.
Along the way Vicky and her husband Bryan 
had five children. They served in various 
positions of leadership in the LDS Church. 
They decided to leave New Zealand and go 
to the USA when Bryan got a job offer as an 
Audio Visual Engineer at the LDS Church 
headquarters in SLC.
Vicky started the ‘Utah Film School’ and 
became a recognized casting director. She 
made good contacts in the local Utah film 
industry. Later her passion for film-making and 
real estate collide in symphonic unity when 
she and Bryan start producing high production 
value videos to show case homes she was 
marketing.

13

1 Become a prolific marketer. Try to cover 
as many types of media as you can, test and 
measure, and stay in those mediums that are 
effective and profitable.

2 Don’t be afraid to literally knock on doors. 
“Knocking on doors has been my secret 
weapon. Most agents are afraid to do it. But 
it really works for me. The phone is difficult 
because of my kiwi accent, but if I show up in 
person on a person’s doorstep the accent is a 
welcome novelty, so I use it to my advantage. 
“When I knock doors I get real leads that turn 
into a listing or a sale,” Vicky emphasizes.

3 I do anything that my client wants. I want 

them to have a fantastic experience. I do a 
lot of research, so I am always prepared and 
I focus on making a real connection with my 
clients. I make people feel validated and 
appreciated.

4 I use video to educate people and while 
I am doing it, they see me as the expert and 
authority on my topic. I am also in constant 
contact with my clients using whatever media 
is possible.
q

Vicky Johnston
johnstonjnr@gmail.com

Vicky’s Top 4 Tips on Being Successful in Real Estate

Vicky set up her casting business from 
the  Utah Film School. She often meets 
celebrities like Hercules (Kevin Sorbo). 

"He mentioned he lived in Titirangi 
which is where I was raised for most of 

my childhood, so I chatted with him after 
the event. Such an awesome guy and way 

taller in person" she says.
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Sam Horn is an intrigue expert. She 
shows you how to craft compelling 
messages to connect with your 

niche. Sam will show you how to get 
your cause, project or business noticed. 
She describes it as “Getting them to 
raise their eyebrows.”
Have you ever been standing in an elevator 
and someone asked you what you do? Do you 
tell them straight out? If you do 1 of 3 things 
could happen:
1. They may be confused (and confused 

people don’t say yes to you, or your 
business), or

2. They will get it, but they don’t want it, or
3. They will get it, but they won’t remember it.

On the other hand if you were to turn the 
conversation into a 3-part question and you 
actually listened to what the other person 
had to say, then you would be able find 
some commonality that you have with them. 
This gives you a hook to hang a meaningful 
conversation on, plus you have a connection 

Introduce Yourself
and Your Business
Turning Your Elevator Speech 
into an Elevator Conversation

How to:

Photo care of Aliyah Dastour, 
AlimondPhotography.com.

An interview with Sam Horn

15

instead of a dead end.
Here is an example:
Sam’s friend John Lee Dumas (the most 
successful podcasting coach in the world) is 
riding in a cab when the driver says to him 
“What do you do?” 
John can say: 
“Do you listen to podcasts?” (7 out of 10 
people don’t know what a podcast is). If John 
does say that, the conversation could die right 
there if the cab driver answers, “No.”

However, if John was to respond with a 3-part 
question that went something like:

1 “Do you know anyone, yourself, it 
could be a family member, or anyone 
you know, who has a small business, 
that is an entrepreneur, that really 
has something of value to offer and 
the business isn’t getting the traction 
it deserves? Maybe it isn’t making the 
money it deserves?” (An open-ended 
question that gives them lots of 
different places to go).

2 They are most likely to say:
“Yes, I have a family member that has an 
XYZ business.”

3 John now links what he does, to what 
they just said - by saying:
“Imagine what it would be like if ‘he’ 
(the family member) could go to a free 
source, a community of best practitioners 
and practices - where he could get the 
knowledge and learn how to become 
more visible and get more clients?" 
(You pose an invitation using the word 
‘Imagine’).

Using the word ‘Imagine’ pulls people out of 
their preoccupation. Now they are picturing 
your point.
Their response is likely to be:

“Really… he can get that for free?”
Now it’s about credibility - John now goes to 
his statistics to give credibility:  
"Not only is it free, but last month we had 
973,000 unique listeners, etc, etc."

The most import thing to note is: 
1. We now have a 2 way conversation 
2. You are customizing what you say, in real 

time to them
3. You are not going on …blah blah blah!

The next thing John can do is to make an offer: 
“If you are interested here is my card/link… " 
(You give them the autonomy to follow up if 
they choose – so they don’t feel cornered).

Sam Horn is a speaker and the author of books 
“POP” and “Tongue Fu” with a new book about 
to be released entitled:
“Got Your Attention? How to Create Intrigue 
and Connect with Anyone.” 
In this book Sam shows you how to get busy 
people’s attention.

The book has recently received endorsements 
from Daniel H. Pink (Author of "To Sell is 
Human" and "Drive"), Keith Ferrazzi (Author 
of "Never Eat Alone"), Terry Jones (Founder of 
Travelocity), Betsy Myers (Former Executive 
Director, Center for Public Leadership, 
Harvard, Kennedy School), among many others 
including John Lee Dumas.
q

Sam Horn
samhorn.com
Sam's TEDx Talk

http://AlimondPhotography.com
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Sam Horn
samhorn.com
Sam's TEDx Talk

https://www.amazon.com/Got-Your-Attention-Intrigue-Connect/dp/1626562504/
https://www.amazon.com/Got-Your-Attention-Intrigue-Connect/dp/1626562504/
http://www.SamHorn.com
http://samhorn.com
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xlg8zdSVjgg
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CREATE YOUR FUTURE 
WITH CONFIDENCE

Launching Leaders 
Pre-enrolment Firesides

Auckland
Time: 7-9pm
Date: Sunday 18th Sept 2016
Fireside Venue: Auckland Self-reliance Centre, 
Unit 8/586 Gt South Rd - opposite Caltex & 
Burger King
Your Investment: $175

Hamilton
Time: 4-6pm
Date: Sunday 18th Sept 2016
Fireside Venue: Hamilton LDS Institute 
Building Ward St, Hamilton [opp Burger King] 
parking & entrance on Nisbet St
Your Investment: $175

2016

Past Student 
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Launching Leaders is a 12-week 
course run by the LDS-Business & 
Professionals’ Association (LDS-

BPA) and the LDS Self-reliance Services 
to help Latter-day Saints attain all the 
skills, attitudes, attributes and habits 
necessary to reach their full potential 
and attain the full expression of their 
talents.
It’s targeted at ‘Young Marrieds’ or ‘Returned 
Missionaries’ and anyone else that’s looking 
for an opportunity to develop a business or 
career and reach financial self reliance.
If you are a little older but feel you would like 
a chance to enhance your future, then this 
course is for you too. Last year the average age 
of participants was 45 years old.

Course outline:

Week 1 Taking Control of your life

Week 2 Who Do You Want to Become? The 
Power of Defining Your Core Values

Week 3 Mentors: Your Bridge to Success

Week 4 Charting Your Course

Week 5 The Formula

Week 6 Beware the Double Life

Week 7 Habits of Success

Week 8 Financial Fitness

Week 9 Rise Above and Make a Difference

Week 10 Effective Communication and the 
Power of Storytelling

Week 11 Giving Back

Week 12 Onward!
As part of the course you will also define what 

kind of person you will be from now on. So that 
when you are successful, you will not become 
someone you never planned to be.
Have you ever traveled internationally? 
How much time did you spend planning that 
holiday? Maybe a few months? How much time 
have you spent planning the rest of your life? 
Like most people, probably none. 

In class you will work towards a life plan 
to help you sharpen your focus. You’ll also 
prepare a business plan or a career plan 
depending on your pathway. A business or 
career mentor will help you navigate your way 
through this, one on one.
Your investment to create your future is $175 
NZ.
 You can enroll right now by contacting me by 
email at editor@ldsba.org.nz I will get your 
details and send you the links to get started, 
as all the course material is online. That means 
you can do your class preparation anywhere 
that you have a device and an internet 
connection. 
Come to the LAUNCHING LEADERS PRE-
ENROLMENT FIRESIDE on the 18th of 
September to pre-enrol. See opposite page in 
green or yellow for venue and time. Get your 
books, meet your mentors and other class 
members. See you there :-)
The Lord Can’t Bless Your Land if You Aren’t 
Out There Hoeing and Tilling.
q

Mark Fantham
07 282 0201

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uk2RJ_JBAC8
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mzgXAFZmJ88
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6d-q9F3hkOM
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